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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The first part of this project (Ref. 1.) dealt primarily with propagation

of detonation'due to blast effects and with minirnum safe distances necessary

* for the eiparatlon of two or more explosive system. Thi _ work also in-

dicated that f-'agments resulting from detonation of the donor explosive have

a much greater effect in causing detonation in the acceptor explo-ive than

pure blast.

It is the intent of this second report, as part of the overall project

dealing with the ratablishment of more realistic safety design ctiteria for- I

explosives storage and manufacture, to deal with the effects of fragment

impact iLr causing a high-order detoriation in the acceptor charge.

j Several theoretical studies, supported by mi'tual experience and planned

experiments, were conducted in Great Britisn during, and immediately after

World War II. Investigated were auch factors as fragment velocity, iasingIp
thickness, explosive sensitivity. enu.'gy ritiquired for penetration, and

residual velocities after penetration of various fhells and bornbs (Ref. 2, 3,

4, 5). The study covered by this report is bascd primarl,' on the work cited,

and attempts to interrelate these parameters Lo order to predict the possi-

bility of high-order mass detonation occurre-nce if a single unit should detonate

high.,order, It Is believed that this study will be useful in establishing a basis

for the design uf explosive manufacturing and storage facilities.

SR1
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SECTION I1

SUMMARY

A .';hod has been established for predicting the vulnerability to high-

ord ,oetonation of an explosive system (or v. tnerabiiity to mass detonation

of Acctt explosive eystems) in terms of geometry of the system (e. g. cas-

ing-plosive weight r,,tic,, casing thickness) and explosive properties. The

errri.- relationships used to calculate fragment veloc'fies and fragment

size loributions haa beer previously developed by other investigations on

the basis of controlled tests in which single regular fragments were fired

againat various exrlosives having difierent degrees of shielding, as well as

controlled tests in which a variety of shells and bombs of different sizes with

diffes ..nt explosive fillers were detonated.

Comparison of actual data (both British and Picatinny Arsenal reports)

on fragment size diotribution for items of various sizes with corresponding

distributions calculated by the relationship incorporated in the above-men-

tioned prediction method, show reasonably close agreement. Moreover,

application of the method to various shell and rocket heads to determine

whether or not each of these item- is potentially mass-detonting, yields re-

sults which aie generally consistent with present regulations given in tile

Ordnance Safety Manual, ORDM7-224,

It ii an phasiaed that although the procedure detailed in this report was

developed on the basis of tests conducted with so-call(- conventional am:muni-

tion items containing standard explosive fillers, its real significance in a
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much broader sense is that it is potentially applicable to any explosive

system or systemns (e. g. the newer high-energy propellant~ systerns.

reaction or' rnixclng vessels in propellants and explosive rnanufacture)

for prediction nf ----itivity and/or mass-tietonabilhty.
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SECTION ILI

CON CLUSIONS

1. A procedure has been developed whereby, knowing the overall

geometry and dimensions of an explosive system, as well as certain ex-

plosive and confinement characteriatcs (which, if not already available,

can be determined by emal* 3r-ale testoi), the sensitivity of the system

can be determined and a reasonably reliable prediction nmta.de as to its

v1ulnerability to high order detonation by fragment impact (or its potential

ability to coi tribute to propagation of an explosion, when considered in

relation to any specific environment of ;.djacent explosive systems) by a

straightforward meries of calculations,

2. Application of thL proposed procedure .'r portions thereof to

various shell and rocket heads yields vesults which are generally in agree-

ment with the Ordnance S-f-ty M2.nual (wilh a few exceptions) as to the

ability of these items to matz.d-tonate, as well ae with actual data on frag-

ment size distributions. This agj.eament supports the reliability of apply-

ing the proposed procedure to predict potential behavior in such highly irn-

portant cases as those involving the newer high-energy propulsiois systems,

and in-process situations (e. g. nitration reactions, propellat mixing

ope rations).

5
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SECTION IV

RECOMMENDATION j

It is recommended that the methods outlined in this report be adopted

ior the calculation of output and sensitivity factors for explosive materials

(particularly the newer high--nergy propellant formulations), and for pre-

diction of the gross rrass-detonability characteristics of systems in which

these materials are present. The latter application represents an initial

screening which permits placement of an explosive system into either one

of two categories, namely, (I) non-mass drtonable (no distinction being

made as to debiee of probability) and (2) mass-detonable by fragment ini-

pact. I

7 SECRET.
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SECTION V

STUDY

Theoretical Background

A fragment resulting from the detonatioi- of a cased explosive possesses

a certain initial velocity depending on the explosive to casing weight ratio and

the explosive output. If the fragment strikes an accepMr exrlosive with

sufficient kinetic energy, it penetrates the shell and iay cauwS'j detonation in

the acceptor. The order of detonation (whether it be high order, low order

,a~raion or btirning ) depends on the kinetic energy of the fragment, material

and thickness of casing, and sensitivity of the acceptor explosive. This can be

represented in the following manner.

Critical Bounda.,v

14" striking J striking
Arl velocity veluiuiLy

Low order detonation
No action Deflagration High order detonation

1%4rning

~ Striking Velocity -

As indicated above, the critical velocity (Vt) represents that value below

which a fragment of mass (m) will cause no action in an explosive of sensitivity

(K) when surrounded by a casing of thickness (t).

'Similarly the boundary velocity (Vs) is that value below which high order

detonation will not occur, lt is noted that the area between the critical velocity

ax,43 bou'ldary -vlocitly i. ths, arPa where occurrence of low order detonation,

dofIagration or burning is expected. It is the primary'concern of this report

9
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to establish means for predicting those cases in which high order

detonation pr opagates from one explosive system to the next due to

fragment impact. Therefore, boundary velocity ii the only basis of

interest and is used throughout this report. It will be shown by the

equations presented below that one can predict. the detonation suscept.-

bility of any cased charge to high order detonation due to fragment ini-

pact, if the geometry and explosive characteristics of the system or

systemsiunder consideration are known. Theme equations -nay also be

used to ralculate explosive ouiput and sensitivity factors, once the

necessary fragment velocities and distributions have been measured.

One equation which deals with fragment initial velocity (Ref. 2.) is:

vo ~xkI' (1)

Where explosive to casing wt. ratio (in lba.)

k m constant designating explosive ontput

f = factor depending on E ratio (Appendix A)

C

Another relationship worked out by Dr. gurney of the Naval Ordnance

Laboratory (Ref. 6. ) and found tv give results slightly higher than, but

generally in good agreement with the above relationship, is
[ E/C ]1/Z _

VO iJFN 1 jiE/Z (2)

Where 2/E'- is Gurney energy constant similar in function to (k)

above, and is the explosive to casing wt. ratio.

The framerntaticn pattern and the weight of the la rgest fragtcnt

SECRET
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resultino from the high order detonation of any explosive system were

calculated according to rel'tionships developed or the basis of theoretical

considerations and confirmed with a large number of teats (Ref. Z ).

The number of fragments obtained from high order detonation of a

sioell is given as:

InNc) 4 In (C'MA) - (3)

when N(,) = no. of fragments larger than (m), C' and MA are fragment

distribution constant and fragment distribution paramnter respectively,

and M = m (square root of mass in ounces).

The fragment distribution paraimeter is defined by the equation

MA = Btav di 3a)

where

Sta = average thickness of the casing section being considered

(inches)

di average inside diameter of the casing (inches)

B constant depending upon the explosive and casing material

The fragment distribution conot.nt is delined by the equation
Ic

C' T- (3b)
ZMA

who e C = total weght of metal casing

The largest fragmont produced in an explosion can be found by setting

in Nix) 0 in eqa.Lion (3)

Thus M = MA in (C' MA) (4)

In establijaing the criteria for mass detonation of cased explosives the

II
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donor fragments are assumed to have rectangular shape and be made

of mild steel. The velocities on striking the acceptor are considered

to be ihe same as the initial vk1ocitie s of the fragments because of the

assumed close proximity of th% acceptor. A detonation is cemsidered

possible when the initial velocity of the fragment is equal to or greater

than the minimurn velocity v'hith is ni-esgary tco penetrate the casing

and still have sufficient kinetic energy to cause high order detonation

of thc explosive. This latter Vklue is defined as the boundary velocity

(V), and can be calculated, acvcording to Reference 3, from the follow-

ing equation: 1/3

ill Ke (
5 37 t/m / )

m 2/3( I + 3.3 t/m/3)

where K = explosive sensitivity conatant, (derived experimentally)

t = thickness of the casink (inches) j
m z;maso of the fragment oz. )

In order to allow for the most stringent conditions, the caoting

thickness (t) of the acceptor is t43ken as the thinnest portion of the cas-

ing nd (m) is taken as the mass -f thc largest fragment produced by the

donor shell (or that portion of th% donor shell under consideration). In

every case, therefore, the calculated values were for the largest fragment

penetrating the thini.est casing (0, e. the severest possible case).

By rombining the above re13klonhips in the proper manner and apply-

ing them to any .-. -. becomes possible to predict what the

mass detoniation characteristics akre for any set of donor-acceptor conditions.

It also becomes possible to deterrnine what types of shielding or distance

12 SECRET
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sepazation are necessary to eliminate thr hazard of mass detonation

or propagation of detonation in any dnnor-arrptor tItuatinr-. Ho'ever, this

latter aspect will be covered in a subsequent report.

RESULTS:

By means of equation (5) a series of graphs (Appendix D, Figures I

throu h 6) were prepared, one for each of the more common explosives for

which aensitivity data are available. These graphs show boundary velocity

(Vs) as a function of fragment size (m) for constant values of casing thick-

ness. The values of (K) used for each explosive were those given ii refer-

ence 3 and are listed in Table 1. (Appendix B)

In order to predict the mass detonation characteristics of various Ohells

and rocket heads, the fragmentation patterns were c.s1culated from equations

(3a) and (3b) aind the size of the largest fragment was determine) by setting

equation (3) eqiual to zero and solving for (M,)(M-ml ). The initial fragment

velocity of the donor was calculated using equation (1) and the velocity of the

largest fragment prodced by the donor which could detonate the acceptor

high order (boundary velocity), was determined by reference to the graphs

in figures I to 6. If the initial velocity of the donor fragments was found to

be greater' than the bm ddiry velocity for the acceptor, then the ite .1 under

consideration was considered mass-detonable. The results for a number of

standarH item# loaded with TNT and Compuwiiion B are given in Table 2.

In making these calculations the donor shells were considered in sections.

Fragment initial velocity, fragment iize, an6 houndary velocity were cal-

13 SELRET
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culated individually for each section.

Conbideration oi the donor shell in sections was necessary, since

the equatians used are based on the assump on of cylindrical cased

charges (i. e. consint cross-sectional area) an, jrm caning thick-

ness; therefore, each item was divided into base, middle. and nose

sections in such a way that equivalent cylinders could be constructed

having average wall thickness, average charge diameter, and the same

casing to charge weight ratio as the original isction. (Only cylindrical

portions in contact with the explosive were considered ). For each sec-

tion the fragment of largest mass and its corresponding initial velocity

were calculated. The boundary velocity for each of theme fragments was

then determined assuming impact at the thinnest portion of the acceptor

charge casing, Where the acceptor was shown to be mass-detonable, the

size of the smallest fragment which could cause detonation, and the totaj

number of fragments capable of causing detonation were calculated. The

smallest fragment was found by setting' V) in equation (5) equal to(Vo)ob-

tained from equation (1) and solving for(n4, The number of fragments was

determined by substituting this 'value of In)in equation (3). The value of

n)can also be found from graphii I - 6 uzing(Vo)for(Vg). Table 3 gives a

summary of all the items for which calculations were itiade and the cvrn-

parison with present safety manual classification.

Table 4 shows a comparison of fragmentation patterns obtained in

actual tests with those calculated from equation (3),

14
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Appendix C gives a sample calculation in detail for a 90CMM shell filled

with TNT, and with composition B (Drawing No, 75-18-42).

DZCUSSION OF RZSULTS-

In the derivation of boundary velocity, certain assu.-_i~! w' _ made

which Pre Re folov.e:

(1) The fragment must penetrate the casing to cause ,igh order

detonation. (1. e. for any given fragment mass to cause detont'tion of a par-

ticular explosive, the same minimum kinetic energy must be available to

the explosive after penetration losses which vary with casing thickness).

(2) The fragment striking the casing of the acceptor has the shape

of a rectangular prism.

(3) The fragment strikes the casing of the acceptor normal to its

surface.

(4) The fragment and the casing are ol mild steel.

The assumption of rectangular shaped fragments and the lormal ang'],

of the fragment attack were made becauso these represent coaditions under

which boundary velocities would be miniwixed, th.eeby tending toward con-

servative predictions concerning vulnerability to mass detonation. The

comparison of the results of actual tests agree well with the results pre..

dicted from these tests. From the results presented it can be seen that the

sensitivity of the explosive in the acceptor is a major factor in classifying

the mass detonation , _ na ,t4ge of .- e-o=iCvc system.

15
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The fragmentation patterns, as obtained from the above, formulas,

were compared with the experimental results cobtained at this Arsenal.

The agreement in reasonabAy closc for all roudis curnpared (81MM,

90MM and 155MM shells); Another comparison was nmade with the ex-

pe ' ental results Irom Reference 7 and the calculhted boui.dary vel-

ocity for 1/4 oz fragmenis striking 60/40 RDX/TNT explosive contained

in 0. 08 inch thick casin,4. The calculated value for boundary velocity

using equation (5) is th-, same as the experimental value obtained in

Reference 7. It is worth inentioning that the data in Reference 7 are

completely independent of the data which formed the basis for this re-

port.

A comparison of the calculated results for various types of ammuni-

tion with the Ordnance Safety Manual (Ref, 8) cincerning mass detonability

(Table 4) indicated good agreement with the folowing exceptions:

a. 901,&M and 105MM shell filled with Composition B and 240 WM

orhseii ied with TNT, where the calculated values indicate a possibility of

mass detonation occurrence while the S ,et' Manual excludes them from

class 10 explosives.

b. 81MM M56 mortar shell filledwith TNT where the calculated

valuis indicate tiat mass detonatinn -ili not occur while the Saifcy Manual

includes this item in the class 10 category,

FU TU'.z PLANS:

From the above discussion it can be seen that the relationships pre-

16
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sented in this report have far reaching significance particularly if c on-

quantitatively the mass detonation characteristics for any explosive or

j propellant system. The significance lies in the fact that they can he

J applied to any explosive system such as vessels, items of ammunition,

process etc, where the mass detonation hazard is ever present. Of

I particular importance is the application of these calculations to the de-

sign of new manufacturing plants and storage facilities ior the new high-

energy propellant missiles. Of immediate interest in the use of these

4
relationships to establish the value of the missile impact sensitivity

j factor (K) and the output factor (k) for these higi --- ,y propellants,

Once the various types of propellants have been characterized by these

j factors, the mass detonation characteristics of systems in which these

dpropellants are utilized, can be determined. This will be a major phase

of study in future work; in tue overall program. This program will also

include tests to confirm the accuracy of the ptuopused relationships. ae

well as further study of available information relating to vulnerability of

explosive systems to fragment impact aC . 1, rii .tonability aimed at

refin.ement of the prediction criteria in tcrms of such factors as minimum

safe distance and shielding between explosive systems for prevention of

propagation by fragment impact, and striking probability oi fragments.

17
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

B - constant, designating an explosive and casing material in equation 3a

C - weight of metal casing (Ibe)

C'- constant in the fragment distribution formula

d -  inside diameter of the shell (in)

do- outslde diarnete. a, the shell (in)

E - weight of charge (ibS)

WI - Gurney energy constant in equation(2)

f - factor depending on E/C in the initial velocity equation

k- constant designating explosive output in equation (I)

K - constant designating explosive sensitivity in equation 5)

M - fragment weight (oz)

MA- fragment distribution parameter

md - mass of smallest fragment which can cause detonation (oz) (when V0 =Vs)

N(d)- number of fragments larger than m d

N(x - number of fragments larger than (in)

t - thlcknesn of the m~etal casing (in)

tin- minimum thickness ol ihe metal caning (in)

Vo - fragment initial velocity (ft/uec)

Vc - critical velocity - striking velocity pf a fragment below which "no action"

will take place (ft/sec)

18
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS (CONT'D)

Vs - Boundary vel,':ity - striking velocity of a fragment below which no
H. 0. detonatioi will occur (ft/sec)I

H. 0. - high order detonation occurrence

1

19 SECRET
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APPENDIX A

Graph -E/c (Explosive to casing wt ratio) vs f A-2

A-1
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APPENDIX B

TABLES

Table I Various Explosvve Constants used in Calculations B-2

Table II Summary of Calculated Values Relating to Detonation
by Missile trnpact B-3

Table III Comparison of Calculated R.esultr with Safety Manual
Requirements B-5

Table IV Comparison of Calculated Fragmentation Pattern with
Experimental Results obtained at Picatinnv Arsenal B-6

B-I
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TABLE I

Various Explosive Constants used in Calculation.

Explosive f2E k/(1o ) K/ (10 6 B
(P.es. 6 (Ref. 2) (Ref. 3 ) (Fef. 2

7, 550 2.780

Comp. B. 7,880 ...

RDX/TNT (75/25) 7,850 -----

RDX/TNT (70/3D) --- 3.244 -----

RDX/TNT((0/4D) --- 4.4 4.148 27

Torpex 7,950 --- 3. 554 ------

Tetryl 7460 5.2 .24

H-6 7,710 -.

TNT 6,950 3. 6 16. 303 .3

Hexanite --- 3. 3 ..... 32

Amatol --- 2.7 14.536 .35

B-2
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TABLE I!

Cor-pari.on of Caiculated Resuits with Safety Manual
Requirements

Masi Detonation
Characteristics

im Lxplosive Calcul. Results Safety- Manual

76M&M (M42A1) TNT No No

76MM Comp B No No
90MM (M71) TNT No No
90M.M Comp B Yes No
105MM (MI) TNT No No
105MM Coznp B Yes No
155MM (M-107) TNT No No
240MM (Mi 14L1) TNT Yes No
28OMM (TI22E3) TNT Yes Yes
4. 2 oz (M. ,c) TNT Yes Yee
Rocket Ihead 3. 5 in,

M35AI Comp B Yee Yes
Rocket head 4. 5 in.

V 32 Comp B Yes Yea
81MM M56 TNT No Yes
60NMI: ?.'49A2 TNT No No

Note; Yes - Po sibility of mass det nation occurrence
No - No moccurrence of mass detonation

S -5
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TABLE IV

Comparison of Calculatad Fragmentation Patterns with Experimental
Results obtained at Picatinny Arsenal

Shell E.p] losive Range Number of Fragments

_ in oz's) Calci.lated FaLperi-lerta,

641MM Comp B over . 34 22 9-17
(M 362) 22-. 34 35 20-25

.15 .MM TNT 17-5.7oz i.-0 160
M107 over 5.7 21 30-40

105MM TNT 34-1.7 255 300
MI to1. 7-5.7 40 30

Comp B 34-1.7 300 250
1.7-5. 7 30 25-40

90MM Comp B 34-1.7 155 200
M71 over 1.7 23 20-3,0

B- S
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APPENDIX C

samrple Calculation 
C-2
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APP RMNIX_ C

SAMPLE CALCULATIOiN

Basis: 90MM M71 HE Shell
Dw.awing No.: 75-18-42

/71 /T

L ,or 
,, ,

X6€ TJOA J tae no T Ccr #O j

I Bas~e Section: (TNT 1oadd

Average d.-I 1. 60 Oinchap
Average do =3. 54 t nches
Averag~e t =0.9"7 inch
Length 0 PO. 0 inch
Total Volume 9. 80 (3.541 (0. 785) : 7.85 cu. inches

Volume of ivplosive = 0, 3 (1, 6)Z(0. 7831 = 1. 85 cu. inches
Volu.ne of Cawing = 7. 85 - 1, 85 - 6. 00 cu. inches
Density of Explosive = 1, 5; (0, 016) 0. 5i bs/cu. inch
Weight of Explosive (E) = 1, 85 (0. 0558) = 0. 103 lb,.
Density of Casing 7.8 (0. 036) 0.281 lbs/cu. inch
Weight of Czng (C) = 6 (r, ;. 1. 67 1I1i.

Initial roragment Velocity (Vo) (kf)

0.o, 103 (3.6xl (1)
1. 67

- 1470 ft. /sec.

G-2 SECRET
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Fragment Distribution Parameter (MA) Bt5bdi I/3(1+ - )
5/6 di 1/3 0.97

0. NO,(097) 15 1 , 601)1 (1+ 0 7W

0. 54

3
Fragrment Parameter Distribution Constant (C') C /ZMA

1. 67 (16)= =84
?(0. 54)3

(MA &i C' are both expressed Jon the basis of inches and onnceA,)
i

CalcuI~tion of Largest Fragment

lr Nx = In (C' MA ) - M

MA

Let Nx = 1; then In N x =0

M = MAIn (C'MA)

- 0. 54 In (&4 A 0. 54)
.,2. 0

m = M' = 4oz, 5.37 (tm/m / 3)

Boundary Velocity (V) (+3. 3 t

Note: tm = overall minimum shell thickneos

s 16. 303 (10 6)e 5.37(0. 45/1.58)

2. 5 (1+3.3 0.45
1.58

3920 it. /sec. (this value nay also be obtained from
Graph Za, Appendix D)

Since Vs > Vo no High Order detonation will take place.

C. A
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UI Middle Section (Composition B loaded)

Vo 2.800 ft. Isa,
Vs = 1,800 ft. /sec.
(calculated same way as outlined above)

Vs<Vo, therefore there exists a possibility of igh order
detonation occurrence.

Calculate the' smallest !ragment which will cause a high order
detonation due to impact by setting Vo a Vv. 1hus Vs = 2560
Find from fiiure 5a mas. of a. fragnent corresponding to
Va = 2,800 ..ndtm = 0,45. Thus m = oz

Calculate the number of fragments (N(x) which might cause a
high order detonation in the acceptor explosive using formula

'n N(.)  1. n (' A, - M -
MA

1. 42
In(X) = In (1, 170 x 377 -

(x)

C-4
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APPENDIX D'

Drawing - F75-18-33 D.
F'7%- 18-42 D-2
F7S-4-75 D14
F75-4-99 D-5
75-4.92 .

P8 1726 D-7
F7 5-4-453 D)-8
F82-5-207 D-9
F82-5-84 D-10
F75-2-283 D-11
F75-2-539 D-12

A

D-1
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APPF.NDIX E

Graphs -- Relating to Boundary Velocity, Fragment Mass
and Casing Thickness

Fig. 1. rTAT1 Low Range E.-2
Fig. la. TNT High Range E-2a

Fig. 2. Torpex Low Range E-3

Fig. Za. 'Torpex High Rang,, E-3a
Fig. 3. RDX/TNT 70/30 Low Range E-4
Fig. 3a RDX/TNT 70/30 High Range E-4a
Fig. 4. Pentolite Low Range E-5
Fig. 4a. Pentolite High Range E-5a
Fig. 5. RDX/TNT 60/40 Low Raint E-6

Fig. Sa. RDX/TN'T 60/40 High Range E-6a
Fig. 6. Arnatol Low Range E-7
Fig. 6a. Arnatol High Range E-7a

E-1 SECRET
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